AUSTRALIAN RACING - A TRACK WAGGA ( POST 9:00)
1st REDICON resumes from a 14 week spell and looks ready to go following convincing trial win at
Canberra, major contender. SINGLES first start and has trialled at Wodonga, place best.
WASHINGTON TOWERS first starter and fitter for multiple trial runs, quinella. CASINO TIME first
starter and trialled at Canberra. 4-8-6-1

2. MOVING ON UP has won at Albury and placed twice this prep, commands respect. MR BROWN
FOX 2 wins from three attempts this campaign and Nick Souquet a bonus, could upset. WEDNESDAY
WARRIOR has a lot of early speed and has two placings from four runs this prep, in with a chance.
HALLIDAY ROAD has two placings from nine runs this prep and only just missed last start, finishing a
length back from the winner at Sapphire Coast, still in this. 1-3-2-5

3RD AS BAD AS TYSON let-up and strong in winning last start at Wodonga, has solid claims. LEVEE
BANK a winner at first outing this prep and comes back to race at a country level, for the exotics.
GRUNDERZEIT finished three lengths off the winner last start at Wagga Wagga and all wins have
come when faced with dry ground, outside hope. BURRUM'S BUZZ resumes from a 38 week spell and
proven first-up winning two from five when fresh, include in exotics. 5-4-1-3.

4th THE CHAPLAIN failed to win as a favourite last start at Wagga Wagga when fresh and likely to
race on the speed, leading hope. WELLETSDOIT on a six day back-up and faded to finish on the
winners' heels last start at Albury, could upset. LEFTOVER DIAMOND should run fitter for past
attempts and finished seven lengths off the winner last start at Wagga Wagga, place best. FEARLESS
FALCON placed last start at Corowa and has two placings from seven runs this prep, not the worst. 85-2-9

5th TREDICI first-up after 19 week spell, major contender. KATATONIC placed once this prep at
Wagga Wagga and should race on the speed, quinella. PSITTACINE on a six day back-up and likely to
race on the speed, not the worst. AT LARGE couldn't hold on and just missed last start at Gundagai
when fresh, strong place chance. 12-1-2-11

6th STARSKIN narrowly beaten when heavly backed last start at Wagga Wagga and has the speed to
overcome a very wide draw, will take the power of beating. KIWICOD has three placings from six runs
this prep and placed last start at Corowa, don't treat lightly. LARMOUR placed at long odds last start
at Sapphire Coast and should run fitter for past attempts, place hope. TWO WRONGS DONT short
back-up of six days and has two placings from three runs this prep. 3-4-8-5

7th Looks a toss up between the top two selections. TOBERMORY in the money last start
running third at Canberra and rises in distance, genuine contender. KAPOVER only just
missed in driving finish last start at Corowa and has five placings from 12 runs this prep,
expect to be right up there. COUNTOF MONTECARLO won last start at Queanbeyan and
down in distance, not the worst. CRYFOWL ran seventh last start at Corowa when
resuming and faces a rise in distance. 3-4-5-2

8th THUNDER TUB can't knock the form winning two in a row at Corowa and Albury, a
winning chance. CATCH THE CULPRIT all four wins have come in the dry and expected
to settle off the speed, still in this. ORRSTAR all wins have come when faced with dry
ground, don't treat lightly. CIRCULATE short back-up of six days. Couldn't hold on and
just missed last start at Wangaratta, looks threatening. 2-1-3-7

9th THE RAVEN gave nothing else a chance to win last start to break maiden at Corowa
and has the speed to overcome a very wide draw, hard to go past. CATHANDA unwanted
by the market but right up there last start at Wagga Wagga. Has won at Tatura and placed
once this prep, don't treat lightly. WOLFOFPETERSTREET has two placings from five
runs this prep and ran two lengths back from the winner last start at Wagga Wagga, still in
this. RUBY RED SOCKS surprised punters to win at long odds last start to break maiden
at Canberra and drawn ideally, in with a chance 3-1-8-7

